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As the national defense electronics industry has vanished, the guts of American weapons, ... [+]  DYCOTEC MATERIALS

Supply chain stories aren’t sexy. Maybe that’s why the dangerously fragile, technologically

lagging American defense electronics supply chain isn’t registering on the national security

risk meter. But it should. The U.S. is facing shortages and security vulnerabilities with printed

circuit boards and integrated circuit substrates crucial to the sexiest weapons systems we

have.

Over the last year, the global semiconductor shortage has received manifold attention but the

broader U.S. electronics supply chain has been almost completely ignored.

“When we say that the problem is urgent we really mean it. It’s falling on deaf ears,” says

Todd Brassard, chief operating officer of Calumet Electronics, a Michigan-based printed

circuit board (PCB) manufacturer.

Calumet, which with a workforce of 300 makes high-reliability circuit boards for aerospace

and defense, industrial controls, utilities, and medical sectors, typifies the small firms that

make up a critical link in the supply of defense electronics. The kind of PCBs and IC

substrates it turns out are the base hardware in every American weapons/ISR system.

An operator runs one of Calumet Electronics' advanced dual-head laser drills used to produce printed ... [+]

CALUMET ELECTRONICS

But Calumet is a survivor in an ecosystem that has shrunken due to inattention and mistaken

industrial policy, according to Brassard, who says there was an 80% contraction in the U.S.

PCB sector from 2000 to 2015.
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“From ten billion dollars to two billion dollars, from 2,500 PCB manufacturers to 145 in

2018. It’s not just the loss of that capacity, it’s failure to maintain state-of-the-art.”

The contraction is partly the product of commercial forces propelling the general off-shoring

of American manufacturing. It’s also the product of over two decades of government policy

and cultural drift which defined the U.S. as a “post-industrial” information-centric economy

and society. That society - tech culture and government policy declared - no longer needed to

manufacture.

“The U.S. wants to be able to have unrivaled electronics systems, not just to design them,”

Brassard observes. “We can design them in America. What we can’t do is build everything in

America. We’ve spent the last 20 years educating other countries in how to build the products

we need. Now they’re starting to exceed [U.S. capability].”

Farming out electronics manufacturing has yielded a lack of capacity, unreliable materials

sourcing, the twin dangers of defense electronics hardware hacking and sabotage by U.S.

adversaries, and led to a failure to keep pace technologically. These were avoidable dangers.

Boards, Connectors & Counterfeit

In 2016, the U.S. Air Force identified avionics in 50 weapons systems — from satellites to

the F-35 — with embedded hardware vulnerabilities. The risk of such vulnerability in USAF

and other service weapons systems has long been quietly acknowledged, inspiring the

Defense Advanced Research Project Agency’s 2010 Clean-Slate Re-design of Adaptive,

Secure Hosts (CRASH) program among others.

The vulnerability of the PCBs and IC substrates that underpin American electronics was highlighted ... [+]  ARENA
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Public acknowledgement and attention has not generally been forthcoming. However, the

Covid-19 experience has brought some defense electronics issues to the surface.

The PCBetter Act, introduced in April by Sen. Josh Hawley, R-Mo., would require defense

contractors to tell the Pentagon if China, Russia, Iran and North Korea made any of the

printed circuit boards in systems they were supplying. Hawley noted that “Chinese printed

circuit boards pose a serious threat to the integrity of America’s defense systems.”

Thus far, the bill has only been referred to the Committee on Armed Services.

Chris Peters, executive director of the U.S. Partnership for Assured Electronics (USPAE), has

been trying to spotlight the supply issue, recently penning an article on the subject.

The electronics supply chain, he says, starts with the raw materials needed to make and

assemble a printed circuit board and the many components mounted on that board. They

range from specialized metals, plastics and glasses to resins and films. Components include

resistors, capacitors, inductors, interconnects, memory, integrated circuits and more.

Many are difficult or impossible to source from U.S. suppliers. PCB manufacturers are buried

deep in the electronics supply chain, so U.S. government agencies have very little visibility

into where the raw materials originate and what risks they may entail.

Peters notes that semiconductor makers are typically large companies with layers of security

but small PCB manufacturers don’t have such layered protection.

“Which part of the supply chain would you expect to be more vulnerable?”

The few remaining U.S. PCB and substrate makers not only have difficulty sourcing raw

materials, the components they install on circuit boards can be compromised by cyber

exploits or reverse engineering.

Peters characterizes what China and others are doing in this realm as “pretty scary,” noting

malicious tampering/insertion of compromised components on assembled circuit boards

capable of trojan attacks.

Reports from the University of Florida stretching back a decade detail potential exploits as

does a recent article in the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers’ magazine laying

out “Three Ways To Hack a Printed Circuit Board.”

There are also thousands of different types of PCB connectors, many of which cannot be

bought in the U.S., Peters adds. That makes DoD reliant on foreign suppliers including China.

Likewise, capacitors can be difficult to source in the U.S. - one of the reasons they are the

second-most counterfeited electronic component.

One of the many types of printed circuit board connectors. THIENSON CORPORATION

And yet, there has been little concrete action taken to address these vulnerabilities. In March,

Rep. Elissa Slotkin (D-Mich) took leadership of a bipartisan Defense Critical Supply Chain

Task Force alongside Republican Rep. Mike Gallagher within the House Armed Services

Committee. Last week, the pair held a conference discussing their findings at George Mason

University. Their presentation was focused on microchips, Peters says.

“But nothing was mentioned about the rest of the electronics ecosystem. The PCB

manufacturers, assemblers and everyone else have to be able to get supplies. Otherwise, you

have supply chain disruption even if you have the chips.”

USPAE has been working with one of the few official organizations stood up to address

defense electronic supply chain issues - the DoD Executive Agent for Printed Circuit Board

and Interconnected Technology, established in 2016 under the auspices of the Navy’s Naval

Surface Warfare Center, Crane Division.

The Board is developing acquisition guidance for DoD engineers and acquisition

professionals to help them better source PCBs and components from a trusted supply chain.

Lagging Tech & Workforce

While better guidance would be helpful, only more investment in PCB manufacturing

technology and a skilled workforce can tip the balance of electronics leadership and security

back in America’s favor.

Another issue facing the rump defense electronics sector is a growing gap in advanced

manufacturing capabilities. Peters points out that as more computing power is packaged into

smaller form factors, the “traces and spaces” on circuit boards need to be tinier as well, while

maintaining flawless reliability.

Leading Asian and European manufacturers are meeting this need using additive technology

(like 3D printing) to produce traces of just 30 microns, and are aiming to reach just 7-15

microns within a few years. America’s PCB makers largely still use “subtractive” technology

(masking and etching) to produce PCBs with metallic traces and spaces 75 microns wide.

Industry experts reckon the United States is lagging a decade behind in developing and

adopting such advanced electronics packaging capabilities. USPAE blames thin industry

profit margins and insufficient federal funding for the paucity of research and development in

this area.

A 3D Flex-printed circuit board. ES&S SOLUTIONS GMBH

The result is increasingly a situation in which U.S.-produced chips and bare boards are

shipped to other countries for packaging into advanced PCBs. Those modules are shipped to

third countries for final assembly into products. It’s a recipe for malicious tampering and

targeted economic pressure.

Calumet, Brassard says, has been working on developing additive processing with other

companies for two years and is now in the commercialization stage.

The pressure to find people in the U.S. who can build and assemble custom, low-volume

defense electronics is a problem too. USPAE is trying call attention to the importance of trade

schools and trade education to help ease the workforce crunch. Peters says his corporate

members recognize that training a skilled workforce applies to manufacturing “across the

board, not just to electronics.”

“We need technicians, we need operators,” USPAE’s executive director adds. “There are a lot

of opportunities to earn really good money without the debt you’d have from college and to

be able to start working quickly.”

But with such people in short supply, reinvigorating the electronics base can not go forward

fully.

“If we start to try to bring all of this work back to the U.S., we’re out of luck,” Peters

observes.

Todd Brassard says it’s Calumet’s good fortune that Michigan Technological University is 12

miles down road from his firm, providing a supply of qualified engineers and designers. But

finding the people to build, to execute that design and engineering is a challenge. He laments

the message that America has sent to its young people; that manufacturing is going away.

World circumstances are changing that and manufacturing jobs are indeed returning to

Michigan’s Upper Peninsula and elsewhere.

“We need to stop saying that we have jobs and start saying that we have careers,” Brassard

opines.

One way to buttress career paths in the defense electronics business would be to launch new,

affordable credentialing and certification standards, giving individuals at manufacturing

levels from entry to senior craftsmen marketable, recognized skill sets.

“When you come to us, we’re going to teach you on the job,” Brassard explains. “You won’t

be limited to staying at our company. We’d like you to choose to stay with us but you’ll have

forward mobility within the [defense electronics] industry period.”

Calumet is one of the first three PCB makers to attain the new IPC 1791 Trusted Electronic

Designer, Fabricator and Assembler certification granted by the Naval Surface Warfare

Center Crane Division.

The certification, which assures ITAR compliance among other requirements, is now getting

traction, signaling that Calumet and other certified firms have gone from being “commodity

companies” to tip-of-the-spear defense electronics producers in technology and capability

terms.

These are promising seeds but accelerating growth from them will require public awareness,

industry investment and federal help. Advanced IC substrates and PCBs “must” be considered

part of defense microelectronics ecosystem Brassard stresses. The moment that happens he

affirms, there will be funding opportunities for the small core of companies that manufacture

these foundational components.

“Give us one percent of the $50 billion that is going toward microchips and wonders could

happen.”

Follow me on Twitter. 
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The care required to keep your upholstered furniture clean and stain-free can seem daunting,

but breathing new life into your old couch or rug isn’t terribly hard or even time consuming.

First off, understand the different types of upholstery you’re dealing with in order to avoid

permanently damaging the centerpiece of your home with the wrong approach. For example,

a delicate fabric like silk won’t respond well to abrasive pulling or vigorous rubbing, but a

more durable textile like cotton can take the heat. Read the care label and consult the

manufacturer of your upholstery for best cleaning practices, if you’re able to. Next, invest in

the right tools that can make your cleaning tasks a breeze!

Investing in the right cleaning tools can make it easier to maintain your upholstery and keep it ... [+]  GETTY

With so many options available on the market, shopping for specialty cleaning products can

seem overwhelming. Which is why we did a deep dive in the virtual cleaning aisle to put

together a list of the most essential upholstery cleaning tools that we believe no home should

be without. So whether you’re tackling a bright red wine stain on your pristine white couch,

or pasta sauce splashes on your vintage rug, you can rely on any of the items on this list to

keep your upholstery in tip-top shape. 
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Best Tools To Clean Your Upholstery

A Vacuum Designed Speci�cally For Fabrics

AMAZON

Shark Rocket Corded Ultra-Light Hand Vacuum with

TruePet Mini Motorized Brush

BUY FROM AMAZON

The first item on your couch cleaning checklist should be a powerful vacuum, specifically

one with a brush attachment for fabric. And that’s where Shark’s Rocket Ultra-Light Hand

Vacuum comes in. It’s made for heavy-duty cleaning, and is equipped with both a motorized

brush for upholstery and crevice attachment so you can reach every last nook and cranny. The

lightweight design and 15-foot cord give you flexibility to clean just about anywhere. And

best of all, the filters are reusable, so you’ll never need to make another investment in the

vacuum again. 

This is especially a hit among pet owners. One happy customer wrote on Amazon: “I have

four cats that like to lounge on the furniture and leave furry evidence all over the place… I

was at the end of my rope. But this vacuum saved my sanity. The brush attachment makes

short work of fur stuck to the couches, and the hose attachment makes it easy to clean up fur

from the corners and crevices.” 

A Lightweight Handheld Vacuum For Quick Messes

AMAZON

BLACK+DECKER dustbuster Handheld Vacuum

$59 - $127

BUY FROM AMAZON

Don’t let a spilled bowl of popcorn ruin family movie night—whip out your Black and

Decker Handheld Dustbuster, a small-but-mighty cordless vacuum for dry spills. A smaller,

handheld vacuum like this is great to have in your collection for situations where pulling out a

full-size vacuum is too cumbersome, or a quick-fix for crumbs and pet hair. The slim nozzle

rotates 180 degrees so you can capture every last crumb with its commendable suction

powers. The lithium ion battery fully charges in just four hours, and holds a charge for up to

18 months. 

The nearly 54,000 reviews for this vacuum on Amazon practically speak for themselves. One

such reviewer wrote: “It's great for pet hair, random pet food pieces, dust, dirt, leaves, mulch,

cleaning out the car, getting crud out of the couch crevices, sawdust from woodworking,

cleaning the dryer lint trap, catching bugs from a distance, it will pick up anything that's dry

and doesn't weigh a ton.” For a small spill or for cleaning deep in the nooks and crannies of

the couch, this is the vacuum for the job. 

The Multipurpose Functionality Of A Clothes Steamer

AMAZON

OGHom Handheld Steamer

BUY FROM AMAZON

Yes, it’s advertised for clothes, but OGHom’s handheld steamer is your secret weapon for

spot treating your upholstery. Certain types of stains, like food, dirt, and urine can be lifted

out with steam alone, but make sure the fabric is water-safe first (you should see a W or WS

on the care label.) Power on the steamer and focus it over the soiled area to gently lift out the

stain. This steamer is also helpful to have on hand if you have velvet sofas and chairs: You

can run it over creases in the cushions to smooth them, lifting the pile and preventing

permanent damage. 

There are steamers made specifically for upholstery, but they tend to be pricier with more

cumbersome attachments. The OGHom steamer, by contrast, is lightweight and easy to work

with. Reviews point to how versatile it is: one Amazon customer uses it all over their home

and said “It works just as well to help lift stains from sofa, car seats, pillows, and to remove

wrinkles from clothing. A very handy tool I’m glad I purchased.”

The Ultimate Stain Remover

WALMART

Woolite Carpet and Upholstery Foam Cleaner

$4

BUY FROM WALMART

For tougher stains that require a little more oomph to remove, try pre-treating them with

Woolite Carpet and Upholstery Cleaner. It safely cleans any water-safe textile, bringing soiled

furniture back to life. The foam treatment sinks into your upholstery to treat the stain while

you scrub it with the attached fabric-safe brush, allowing the solution to penetrate the fibers.

Wipe away the excess, and relish in your newly stain-free sofa. 

Don’t just take our word for it: The nearly 10,000 reviews are the proof in the pudding.

Reviewers report that it lifts out the stain and smell from food, markers, pens, vomit and

more. One wrote “This product is my saving grace. I have two young kids, a dog, and an

affinity for light gray couches and rugs. Those things do not work well together in the normal

world, but these cans of Woolite Upholstery Cleaner have saved my life (and my couches,

and my rugs, and my carpets.)”

A Powerful Pet Odor Eliminator

TARGET

Angry Orange Pet Odor Eliminator Spray

BUY FROM TARGET

Accidents are bound to happen with pets in the home, and this pet odor eliminator will revive

your furniture in no time. The enzymatic formula lifts out the offending stain, leaving a fresh

citrus scent in its place for up to 80 hours. The all-natural formula means it’s safe for kids,

furry or otherwise, and it can be used on a multitude of surfaces, including upholstered

furniture and pillows. 

“I have used it on my leather sofa several times and no stains,” one customer wrote. “No

smell. Very, very impressed. Will buy again.” Some reviewers wrote that their pets were

discouraged from urinating in the same spot after the spray was used, so it’s an effective

training tool as well as a practical upholstery cleaning product. 

A Fabric Shaver To Eliminate Wears And Tears

AMAZON

Beautural Fabric Shaver and Lint Remover

BUY FROM AMAZON

Perhaps no other product on this list provides a quick-fix solution quite like this one. This

fabric shaver is to your sofa what a razor is to your face: It quickly and easily cuts off lint,

pills and other signs of wear and tear without disturbing the rest of the threads. If your sofa or

chair has cosmetic signs of use but still functions well, this fabric shaver will make it look

brand new (and you can use it on clothes too!) 

The 4.6 star rating speaks for itself: thousands of customers have used this fabric shaver to

breathe new life into their furniture. One wrote “This little thing is a miracle worker. In fact,

it’s so satisfying to see all the little pills disappear that it’s almost addictive. I had a new

couch that had horrible fabric and was only one month out of warranty. This little gadget

made it look like new again!” 

A Lint Roller For Pet Parents

AMAZON

OXO Furlifter Furniture Brush Lint Roller

BUY FROM AMAZON

Your guests are on their way, but your couch is covered in dog hair–forget your lint roller and

opt for the OXO furlifter furniture brush. It comes in several sizes, the largest of which is the

furlifter, suitable for quick removal of pet hair from your chair, sofa and more. Micro-bristles

effectively lift pet hair and lint, and the self-cleaning base means the brush is reusable over

and over again, unlike tape lint rollers that eventually need to be replaced. 

Amazon customers can’t get enough of it, saying “It's the best and easiest way to lift hair off

our sofa. We have a large Maine Coon and wow, he leaves behind a lot of hair despite

combing and brushing. In the past I've tried using wide tape, wet paper towels, a rubber

glove, sticky rollers, and other means to clean the hair from our furniture. It all helps to some

degree but a swipe of this FurLifter really picks up far more hair at one time.” 

A Solution To Keep Leather And Vinyl Furniture Shiny And New

AMAZON

Chemical Guys Acc_S95 Long Bristle Horse Hair

Leather Cleaning Brush

$9 $11 SAVE $2 (18%)

BUY FROM AMAZON

Leather upholstery is known for its durability, but the better you care for it, the longer it will

last. The densely-packed bristles of this horsehair brush gently scrub away dust, dirt and

grime without damaging the upholstery. Leather and vinyl upholstery are particularly

sensitive to improper cleaning methods, so it’s important to get a brush made specifically for

these materials. It’s perfect for leather sofas and car interiors.

Nearly 7,000 ratings later, it’s clear that Amazon customers are big fans of this leather brush.

One reported that it “exceeded my expectations and I don’t know how I’ve went so long

without one…I could see the dirt coming out of the seats from my dog. It also gets into the

leather wrinkles and really saves you from awkward scrubbing with a cloth. Soft, non-

abrasive and effective.”

The Miracle Conditioner For Leather Upholstery

AMAZON

Leather Cleaner & Conditioner By CPR Cleaning

Products

$15 - $22

BUY FROM AMAZON

You’ll really go above and beyond for your furniture if you use leather CPR, a miracle-

working cleaner and conditioner for leather upholstery in all conditions. The cream acts like

lotion for your leather goods, removing built-up grime and smoothing over scuffs and

scratches. Apply it to your sofa, car seats, and other upholstery with a soft sponge for

transformative results. 

A cult-favorite product, leather CPR has a 4.5 star average rating with one reviewer stating:

“This stuff is incredible! I have no idea how it works but it does. You can see the grime

coming off of the leather the first time you go over it and the second time it really moisturizes

the leather. Went over my car seats twice with it and [it] made a huge difference. I live in AZ

so my leather gets beat up by the sun. Excited to have this for the future.”

In addition to using these tools, here are some tips on keeping your upholstery in top shape:

1. Every time you vacuum your floors, you should also be doing the same to your couch

and chairs—this will help prevent the dreaded buildup of crumbs, coins and lint

beneath your cushions.

2. Make a habit of flipping and fluffing each of the cushions to prevent dents and help

them wear evenly. Should you happen to spill, spot treat the stain right away, but tread

carefully, because different fabrics respond differently to treatments.

3. Finally, once or twice a year, perform a deep cleaning on the entire surface of your

upholstery—but again, your exact methodology will depend on the fabric in question. 
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Recent decisions from the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) concerning mergers affect two

of President Biden’s stated policy goals, putting the success of both at risk: first, his

expressed desire to keep the United States competitive with near-peer geopolitical rivals,

especially China, and second, his pitch to decisively win the fight against cancer. There’s an

opportunity to make big strides in both categories but it will require the FTC to maintain a

steadier course than they have recently taken. Damaging precedence from the FTC will have

far ranging unintended consequences.

It should come as little surprise that the defense industrial base centers of gravity are

evolving, but it was a wakeup call for many to see three Chinese firms ranking in a recent top

ten ranking as determined by revenue. The situation looks even more stark when second and

third tier suppliers are added in the mix. The simple reality is that US and allied nation

defense firms face a bold set of challengers and preeminence is not something that can be

taken for granted.

The situation becomes even more challenging given robust Chinese state support for its

defense industries that is far larger than anything seen in a comparable western nation. The

main takeaway from this reality is simple: the Administration, Congress, and the broader

defense community need to increasingly consider America’s defense industrial base in

competitive terms, where first place standing is no longer a birthright. It is time to take

common sense steps to boost America’s competitive advantage.

The first place to begin this process is resetting common-sense norms regarding foreign

military sales. For decades many in the U.S. government vetoed sales of a variety of

technologies to allies and partners in a quest to shape policy outcomes and limit potential

adverse use of technologies. Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) stand as a key example. The

U.S. has long stood as a technical leader in this field, with numerous nations seeking to

procure types like the MQ-9 Reaper. However, a significant number of these requests for sale

were denied because some policy officials were concerned about how the purchasing nation

might employ the system. In a perfect world where the U.S. held a lock on technology, this

approach could make sense. However, that does not reflect the world in which we live. With

their application for U.S. technologies denied, countries simply turned to other nations with

comparable systems—with China at the top of the list. So not only did the country in question

net their end objective in spite of U.S. concerns, but it also empowered the growth of

competitor defense industry while limiting the growth of our own. Talk about shooting

yourself in the foot...

Foreign military sales are incredibly important. They empower the depth of our industrial

base, provide high quality jobs for Americans, while also injecting capital that can help

generate the next generation of technology. They also make firms less reliant on the U.S.

defense budget, which pulls the services out of the unfortunate position of simply buying

equipment, so a key industry stays in business. Did you ever wonder why the U.S. Army buys

tanks every year even though they own thousands? We only have one plant left that can make

them, so we either keep it in business or lose it. It is a smart move to allow others to help

carry the load.
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These transactions also support strong military-to-military relationships because allies

operating like equipment can partner more effectively and routinely. This is a huge benefit

when the U.S. needs additive capacity for a given campaign. We also garner insight regarding

how a foreign nation is using the equipment. If things run counter to U.S. interests and values,

we can always turn off spare parts flows and technical support. That certainly cannot be said

when the equipment comes from China or another competitor.

Nor is the challenge restricted to traditional defense firms. If COVID-19 taught us anything, it

emphasized that national security in the 21  century ranges far past traditional measures of

strength, like how many planes, ships, satellites, and tanks a given country possesses. A far

broader range of technologies—whether it be 5G telecommunication network security,

healthcare supplies, technologies like artificial intelligence (AI), and infrastructure—are all

key underpinnings of U.S. safety and security. That is why it is important to track Chinese

programs specifically designed to surpass the U.S. on technological innovation.

Among their more ambitious endeavors is China’s Thousand Talents Plan, a worldwide effort

to win over and recruit the world’s leading experts in scientific research, innovation, and

entrepreneurship. While China doesn’t host a command-by-decree economy, the Chinese

Communist Party (CCP) can mobilize enormous resources to achieve the technological goals

they set for themselves. In its most recent Five Year Plan, the CCP proposed increasing R&D

spending by at least 7 percent every year between 2021 and 2025. They have, according to

China AI Expert Kai-fu Lee, “incubated a generation of the world’s most nimble, savvy and

nose-to-the-grindstone, entrepreneurs.” China is clearly playing for keeps and it is likely their

innovations will accelerate and enhance their internal security as well as reinforcing their

desire for power projection.

U.S. leaders must take this sort of challenge into account as they regulate American firms. No

longer can the focus simply be looking within the U.S. economy. We must assess the global

competitive field. Here’s an example: last September, two American companies, Illumina

ILMN +1.8%  and GRAIL, filed with the FTC for merger approval. The two companies are not

strangers, with Illumina originally spinning out GRAIL to isolate risk and allow the smaller

company to accelerate a medical innovation in a key area of early cancer detection. Now, the

companies want to recombine, it looks like the FTC is slowing the desired merger and may

even block it. This sort of approach may have made sense in past decades when American

preeminence was assured, but now it simply risks putting the U.S. further behind in a race

where countries like China are playing for keeps. Why would we not want to have a strong

player in the healthcare industry?

In April, while the companies prepared for their day in court and still hoped for a settlement

and an amicable resolution, the European Commission (the executive branch of the European

Union) announced that it too would jump in to pass judgment on the merger. A month later,

the FTC stated in a press release, “Now that the European Commission is investigating,

Illumina and GRAIL cannot implement the transaction without obtaining clearance from the

European Commission,” handing off responsibility and legal standing, depriving the two

companies of their day in court and diminishing the prospects of a timely resolution.

Despite that, progress has been made to protect our dominance and while the FTC dithers,

Congress has stepped up and, in a rare act of bipartisanship, sent the U.S. Innovation and

Competition Act to the White House for President Biden’s signature earlier in June. The law

authorized $110 billion for basic and advanced technology research over five years. At the

ceremony, Biden reiterated: “We are in a competition to win the 21st century, and the starting

gun has gone off. As other countries continue to invest in their own research and

development, we cannot risk falling behind. America must maintain its position as the most

innovative and productive nation on Earth.”

We now live in an era where we need to think about the world in which we live, not the one

in which we would like to live. We lost significant ground to China due to self-imposed

restrictions that ran counter to our key interests. We failed to recognize we were in a race and

someone else was gaining. With defense and innovation budgets growing tighter, competition

from China growing stronger, and the need to maintain a healthy industrial production base

more important than ever, that means empowering our strengths. The last thing we should be

doing is self-imposing challenges. It is time to wake up and realize that we are in a race, and

we can still win it—but it will take a different approach by the FTC. Allowing the FTC to

break industry confidence in our regulatory process is precisely the wrong tack at a time

when our adversaries are doing everything they can to race ahead.

As it stands, there is now demonstrated bipartisan support to protect innovation and

comfortably outpace China. Signing the bipartisan U.S. Innovation and Competition Act into

law was a great first step. As a second step, the FTC ought to recall its regulatory deferral to

Brussels and reach a settled negotiation to ensure the option of vertical integration is there for

our innovators to thrive.
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